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Gradable adjectives quite often come in pairs of antonyms (e.g. clean-dirty). The puzzle we 
want to address is the fact that only the positive poles of such antonymic pairs can be 
negated by means of the negative prefix un- (Horn 2005): 
 
(1) unhappy *unsad 
 unwise  *unfoolish 
 unclean *undirty 
 
The reason for this is probably not (uniquely) semantic, since the negative poles can be 
negated by not (as in He’s not sad). A startlingly similar restriction is found with the Dutch 
modifier weinig ‘little’, which modifies only positive gradable adjectives: 
 
(2) weinig actief/*passief   ‘little active/passive'  

weinig aangenaam/*vervelend  ‘little pleasant/annoying'  
weinig vriendelijk/*vijandig   ‘little friendly/hostile’ 

 
We present a nanosyntactic account of these contrasts. The account takes morphemes to 
spell out certain abstract morphosyntactic features. We analyse positive gradable adjectives 
as the spellout of an adjectival root and an abstract Q-feature (Bresnan 1973, Corver 1997). 
Their negative antonyms spells out an additional Neg feature. The  un- prefix is an analytic 
spellout of the same Neg-feature that is found in negative gradable adjectives like sad. Since 
sad already spells out Neg, it is incompatible with the analytic spellout of Neg in un-.  The 
same analysis applies to Dutch weinig ‘little’, which spells out the same Neg feature that is 
found in negative adjectives like passief ‘passive’. 
 
Weinig is itself a gradable adjective with a polar antonym veel ‘much’. The pair veel-weinig 
reveals the following interesting positive-negative asymmetry: 
 
(3) weinig/*veel aangenaam ‘much/little pleasant’ 
 
We account for this contrast by assuming that veel is the spellout of the abstract Q-feature. 
Since the gradable adjective aangenaam already spells out this Q-feature, veel+aangenaam 
is ruled out. 
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